Munich

Altes Rathaus

The Frauenkirche towers
dominate Munich’s Altstadt.

Munich (München)
The city’s story started with a
dispute and it was the first of
many in a parade of personalities
who did much to shape Germany.

The modern industrial metropolis is believed
to have started with a settlement of Benedictine
monks on the river Isar. This is hard to credit
today, although it is enshrined in Munich’s
name and city arms.
But the real founder of the city was
Henry the Lion, Welf duke of Bavaria and
contemporary of the emperor Frederick
Barbarossa. Henry bridged the Isar and
sought to channel the cross-river salt trade by
destroying the nearby bridge of the Freising
bishops. Frederick settled the ensuing dispute
in 1158 by confirming Henry’s rights and
compensating bishop Otto.
The town received its rights and the
first town wall was built in 1175, covering
basically today’s pedestrian zone but including Rindermarkt, Pfisterstraße and
Sparkassenstraße. Henry’s Munich was on
its way to greatness, but after a clash over his
Italian policy Frederick in 1180 stripped Henry
of all his lands and handed Bavaria to Otto
of Wittelsbach, whose dynasty were lords of
Bavaria until the end of World War I. Munich
itself came into the Wittelsbach fold in 1240.
Munich was still overshadowed by
Augsburg, but when the Wittelsbach duke
Ludwig IV was crowned emperor in 1328
he granted Munich a salt monopoly. The
circuit wall was twice extended (once after a
fire in 1327) to include Isartor in the southeast and in the 15th century reached as far as
Odeonsplatz in the north, Marstallstraße and
Viktualienmarkt, this time being moated. The
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dukes added a castle after several rebellions
by the townspeople, but public buildings followed as the city’s wealth increased. Early in
the 16th century, after a period of division,
Bavaria was reunited with Munich as capital.
In 1589 the Hofbräuhaus was built at the order
of the duke Wilhelm V. It was not the last time
a beer hall would make history in Munich.
After the Reformation Munich came out
on the Catholic side and the Catholic League
was formed there in 1609. During the Thirty
Years War the duke Maximilian I became
an elector prince and made his residence in
Munich, ordering massive reinforcement of
the defences, but this did not stop the city from
being occupied by the Swedish king Gustav II
Adolf. Amid these trials plague arrived and
killed one-third of the population. By the
18th century the city walls had passed their
usefulness and early in the 19th were mostly
torn down, leaving only three of the four
medieval gates standing.
In the shadow of Napoleon the Wittelsbachs
became kings of Bavaria and a new period of
building and artistic patronage began under the
Romantic nationalism of Ludwig I. Ludwig’s
sense of his ancient Wittelsbach inheritance
and his pride in Bavarian and German
achievement permeates the buildings and
artworks he commissioned, while elevating
Munich to a city of international rank. But he
was forced to abdicate by the 1848 revolutions.
Economic and population growth was due to
industry and the city boomed in the second
half of the century. Under Ludwig’s grandson
Ludwig II the monarchy was subordinated
to the nascent Prussian empire in 1871 but
remained on the throne.
From the end of World War I Munich was

embroiled in struggles between forces of the
left and the right. Early in November 1918,
with Germany’s economy wrecked by war and
blockade, the left wing in Munich revolted and
the independent socialist Kurt Eisner declared
a Bavarian republic, ousting the Wittelsbach
monarchy.
Within days the armistice was signed and a
provisional government was in place in Berlin,
fighting to maintain order. Eisner, who took the
post of prime minister, found bringing his new
Bavarian republic to order impossible and was
defeated in January 1919 elections. Before he
could resign accordingly he was assassinated
by a right-wing nationalist. Then a workers’
soviet took over but was in turn overpowered
by a right-wing militia in street fighting that
cost more than 1000 lives, followed by mass
executions. Before long the Nazi party was
organising in Munich.
Society during the Weimar Republic was
the target of the Munich cabaret performer and
satirist Karl Valentin, who with Liesl Karlstadt
worked the Munich stages and beer halls in
comedy routines couched in regional dialect,
becoming a strong influence on Bertolt Brecht.
Valentin also appeared in early movies but his
career declined during the Nazi period. He is
remembered by a statue at Viktualienmarkt.
In 1923 Adolf Hitler, expecting army
backing, launched a coup (Putsch) attempt in
the Bürgerbräukeller on Rosenheimerstraße in
Haidhausen but was arrested after a gun battle
in which 20 people died, 16 of them Nazis. In
prison at Landsberg near Munich Hitler wrote
Mein Kampf. Munich remained the party’s
headquarters after Hitler came to power
and was the scene of the 1938 four-power
agreement that ceded parts of Czechoslovakia
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to Germany. It was – today almost incredibly
– the venue for an exhibition of Nazi-classified
degenerate art. Just after war began Hitler
survived an assassination attempt in the
same hall where he launched the abortive
1923 Putsch. The assassin Georg Elser was
imprisoned and eventually executed in the
dreaded concentration camp built nearby at
Dachau, where at least 30,000 prisoners,
including Jews, died.
Working against the Nazis from 1933 was
the Jesuit priest Rupert Mayer, who spoke from
his pulpit against Nazi policy. Father Mayer,
who had lost a leg and won the Iron Cross for
bravery ministering in the trenches in World
War I, eventually spent time in Nazi courts,
prison (at Landsberg) and a concentration
camp. Beloved as ‘the limping priest’ and
‘apostle of Munich’, he was beatified in 1987.
In World War II the importance of its
industries meant Munich suffered heavy
bombing and much precious work was
destroyed but much of the city centre was
rebuilt afterwards, many art treasures having
been stored safely. Munich was again, briefly,
the scene of slaughter during the 1972
Olympics when terrorists murdered kidnapped
members of the Israeli team and a German

policeman, but the more positive legacies
of the Olympic torch are part of the city’s
attraction today.
Altstadt
The old city centre has been rebuilt many
times but most of its landmarks have changed
little and one route shows many of its faces.
From Bahnhofplatz, Schützenstraße leads
south-east to the next hub Karlsplatz, still
known to many by its old name Stachus,
beyond which the street becomes a pedestrian
zone as Neuhauser Straße. The Neogothic
Karlstor marks the entrance as its predecessor
did for medieval travellers. The Baroque
Bürgersaalkirche on the left is less ancient
but St-Michaels-Hofkirche further along is
from the 16th century and an early flower of
Munich’s architecture.
At Augustinerstraße the kernel of the
earliest Munich begins. A detour to the left
finds Frauenplatz and confronts the city’s
great landmark, the 100-metre towers of the
Frauenkirche. Return to the main street, now
Kaufingerstraße, by way of Liebfrauenstrasse.
Almost as tall as the church towers
and certainly ornate is the central spire of
Neues Rathaus, dominating Marienplatz. Its
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Tourist information: Marienplatz 2 (tel 089-23396500, M-F 9-19, Sa 10-16, Su 10-14);
Bahnhofplatz 2 (M-Sa 9-20, Su 10-18).
Accommodation service: tel 089-23396500, email tourismus.gs@muenchen.de,
M-F 9-18.
Money: Sparda-Bank, Hauptbahnhof, Arnulfstraße 1 (M-Th 8-18, F 8-13); ReiseBank,
Hauptbahnhof main hall (M-Su 6-22); ReiseBank, Munich airport, terminal 2 level 3
(M-Su 7-21); Deutsche Bank, Marienplatz 21 (M-F 10-17, Sa 10.30-15.30); Stadtsparkasse
München, Sparkassenstraße (M-W & F 8.45-16, Th 8.45-18); Commerzbank, Leopoldstraße
37 (M & W 9-16, Tu & Th 9-18, F 9-14); Deutsche Bank, Bäckerstraße 10 (M-W 8.30-12.30,
13.30-16.30, Th 8.30-12.30, 13.30-17.30, F 8.30-13.30).
Lockers: Hauptbahnhof main hall (€5/3 per day); ZOB Hackerbrücke (€5/2.50/1.50 per
day).
Transit information: MVG (tel 089-41424344 or 0800-344226600), Marienplatz S-Bahn/
U-Bahn station (M-F 7-24, Sa-Su 9-24); S-Bahn, Hauptbahnhof Bahnhofplatz entrance.
Post: Bahnhofplatz 1 (M-F 8-20, Sa 9-16); Alter Hof 6 (M-F 9-18.30, Sa 9.30-12.30);
Sattlerstraße 1 (M-F 9-18, Sa 12.30); Goetheplatz 1 (M-F 8-18, Sa 9-12.30).
Internet: Starbucks, Hauptbahnhof, Bayerstraße 10A (M-Th 6.30-20, F-Sa 6-23.30, Su
6-23.30); Odeonsplatz 15 (M-W & F 7-21.30, Th & Su 9-21, Sa 8-21.30).
Laundry: City SB-Waschcenter, Paul-Heyse-Straße 21 (M-Su 7-23); Waschomat
Wasch-Center, Parkstraße 8 (Tu-Th 7-23, F-M 6-24); Eco-Express Waschsalon,
Kapuzinerstraße 39 (M-Su 7-23); Waschomat Wasch-Center, Keferloherstraße 101 (Tu-Th
7-23, F-M 6-24); Eco-Express Waschsalon, Agnes-Bernauer-Straße 36 (M-Su 6-23);
Eco-Express Waschsalon, Landshuter Allee 108 (M-Su 6-23).
Police: tel 110; Löwengrube 3 (tel 089-290800); Hauptbahnhof Nord, Arnulfstraße 1
(tel 089-5458290); Beethovenstraße 5 (tel 089-543320); Johann-Fichte-Straße 6,
(tel 089-360560); Treffauerstraße 56 (tel 089-743560); Türkenstraße 20 (tel 089-286300).
Pharmacy: Internationale Hauptbahnhof Apotheke, Bahnhofplatz 2 (M-F 7-20, Sa 8-20);
Ahorn Apotheke München Bahnhof, Bayerstraße 15 (M-F 8.30-19, Sa 10-18.30); Central
Apotheke, Stachus Passage 11 (M-F 8.30-20, Sa 9-20); Rathaus Apotheke, Marienplatz
8 (M-Sa 9-20); Rosen Apotheke, corner Rosenstraße & Rindermarkt (M-F 8.30-20, Sa
9-19); Max-Weber-Platz Apotheke, Innere Wiener Straße 56 (M-F 8-18.30, Sa 8-13); Isartor
Apotheke, Isartorplatz 6 (M-F 8-18.30, Sa 9-13); Marien-Apotheke, Sendlinger Tor Platz 7
(M-F 8-20, Sa 8.30-14); Gesundbrunnen-Apotheke, Pasinger Bahnhofsplatz 4 (M-F 9-18.30,
Sa 9-13); Kurfürsten-Apotheke am Elisabethplatz, Franz-Joseph-Straße 48 (M-F 8-19, Sa
8.30-16).
Ambulance: tel 112.
Hospital: Klinikum Schwabing, Haus 5, Kölner Platz 1, enter Isoldenstraße
(tel 089-30680); Klinikum Bogenhausen, Englschalkingerstrasse 77 (tel 089-92702151);
Klinikum Harlaching, Sanatoriumsplatz 1 (tel 089-62106666); Klinikum Neuperlach,
Oskar-Maria-Graf-Ring 51 (tel 089-67940).
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predecessor Altes Rathaus with the Neogothic
tower is directly ahead at the east end of
the square. To the right are the churches
Peterskirche and Heiliggeistkirche, both
among the city’s oldest, and between the city’s
classic marketplace, the Viktualienmarkt.
Westenriederstraße, just inside the line of the
old south wall, leads east from the marketplace
to Isartor, the old city gate. From here a turn
north-east to cross Tal enters Lueg ins Land, a
reminder of the disappeared 1374 watchtower
that surveyed the Munich hinterland to the
south-east. At the Marienstraße corner the
facade of No 21, the Vindeliker-Haus, also
commemorates the tower. Continuing northwest from here along Bräuhausstraße brings
the visitor to Platzl and the Hofbräuhaus
on the right. Continuing north-west along
Münzstraße, it is possible to see the gateway
at the end (on Sparkassenstraße) that leads
into Alter Hof, the courtyard of the medieval
princely residence. By exiting to the north the
walker can continue north along Hofgraben,
but a quick detour under the arch to the right
along Pfisterstraße and through the gate on
the left might afford a glimpse into the ornate
arcaded Renaissance courtyard of Alte Münze.
Back at Hofgraben continue north to
Maximilianstraße with the Nationaltheater
straight ahead and, north of the fountain
at Max-Joseph-Platz, the Residenz. Here
Residenzstraße leads north past the palace’s
west facade to Odeonsplatz, where the northfacing arches of the Feldherrnhalle were once
faced by soldiers swearing personal allegiance
to Adolf Hitler. From here the Hofgarten can
be crossed past the figure of Diana in the
centre and Prinz-Carl-Palais at Von-der-TannStraße. Across the street is Englischer Garten,
one of the finest urban parks in Europe.
Information
München Tourismus has offices at Marienplatz
2 and Bahnhofplatz 2 and is online at www.
muenchen.de with information in English.
Helpful on many points, the website can be
dated on details such as admission prices and
it will be worth checking tourist office opening
times, which can vary. In summer or around
Oktoberfest the Rathaus office at Marienplatz
can remain open later on Saturdays and until
18.00 Sundays. Often the bigger Bahnhofplatz
office will be less crowded. City maps are
available at €0.40. The München Erleben site
www.munich-touristinfo.de has web links
to museum and other sites but some prices
admission shown there are also dated.
Euraide (www.euraide.de) works with
Deutsche Bahn to assist English-speaking
rail travellers with information. The Munich
Hauptbahnhof desk opposite platform 19
(Mar-Apr & early Oct-Dec M-F 10-19, Mayearly Oct M-F 8.30-20) will provide rail pass
assistance and information about Munich and
day tours to popular Bavarian castles. During
the tourist peaks it may remain open a little
later.
The Infopoint Museen & Schlösser in
Bayern (M-Sa 10-18, www.infopoint-museenbayern.de) at Alter Hof 1 has information about
the castles administered by the Bayerische
Schlösserverwaltung, several of them in and
around Munich. The office sells official guides
in English as well as 14-day and 12-month
season passes (single/family cards €24/40 and
€45/65) to about 40 Bavarian state-owned
sites. Visitors under 18 can be admitted free

at these sites but the family passes can still
be worthwhile if several Bavarian castles
are on the itinerary. The passes and many of
the guides are also available from the ticket
offices at castles and palaces.
It is hard to recommend any generally
available Munich city guide in print, but the
Guide to Munich at €4.50 or €5 covers the
basics.
Bookshops: Hugendubel (M-Sa 9.30-20)
at Marienplatz 22 opposite the Rathaus has
books on Munich, travel guides on level 3 and
books in English on level 6. Another store is at
Karlsplatz 13.
For art literature in particular, Cedon
museum shops are in the Alte Pinakothek,
Neue Pinakothek, Pinakothek der Moderne
and Hypo Kunsthalle (see Museums).
Internet: Free public WLAN hotspots have
been declared at the big plazas Marienplatz,
Karlsplatz/Stachus and Odeonsplatz and at
Sendlinger Tor. Connections last a maximum
of one hour.

A place of princes and palaces, Munich
displays some of Germany’s finest architecture,
including the park and summer palace of
Nymphenburg, above. The city’s Residenz, right,
displays the signature lions of the house of
Wittelsbach - the shields are touched for luck.

ART MUSEUMS & GALLERIES

There are two clusters of art museums, one centred on the university precinct in
Maxvorstadt north of the Altstadt and one on the Haus der Kunst at the south end of
Englischer Garten. Several can be visited Sundays for €1 admission.
Kunstareal
The so-called Kunstareal of Bavarian state museums around the university can be
regarded as the home of German art. The Alte Pinakothek (Tu 10-20, W-Su 10-18, €9/6,
Su €3/2) at Barer Straße 27 houses European masterworks over 600 years to the end of
the 18th century. Among them are some of the finest early German paintings including
Dürer’s self-portrait and Vier Apostel and canvases by Lucas Cranach the elder, the
Rubens canvas known as Great Last Judgement and Raphael’s Tempi Madonna.
Sharing the same opening hours are the Neue Pinakothek (€7/5, Su €1) at Barer Straße
29 with late 18th century works and the movements of the 19th and early 20th centuries,
the Pinakothek der Moderne (€10/7, Su €1) at Barer Straße 40 (with the Sammlung
der Moderne Kunst and Staatliche Graphische Sammlung including more of Dürer) and
Museum Brandhorst (€7/5, Su €1) at Theresienstraße 35 for contemporary works. The
Sammlung Schack (W-Su 10-18, €4/3, Su €1) at Prinzregentenstraße 9 is a collection
of 19th century works. Day tickets (€12) and five-visit passes (€29) are available for the
Kunstareal museums, though these may not valid for special exhibitions.
Visit www.pinakothek.de for exhibition news. Take tram 27 or 28 or bus 100 to
Pinakotheken (for Sammlung Schack tram 18 to Nationalmuseum or bus 100 to
Schack-Galerie).
Other collections
The Städtische Galerie im Lenbachhaus (mid May-Sep Tu-Su 10-20, Oct-mid May Tu-Su
10-18, €10/5, visitors under 18 free) at Luisenstraße 33 near Königsplatz is the attractive
home of the works of the Expressionist Der Blaue Reiter movement, notably those of
Wassily Kandinsky, and sculpture by Joseph Beuys. Other modern works are housed in the
adjacent Kunstbau (Tu-Su 10-18). Take U2 or bus 100 to Königsplatz.
The Glyptothek (Tu-W & F-Su 10-17, Th 10-20, €3.50/2.50, Su €1) at Königsplatz houses
Greek and Roman art in a suitably Classical construction by Leo von Klenze. Its adjacent
partner is the Staatliche Antikensammlung (Tu & Th-Su 10-17, W 10-20, €3.50/2.50, Su
€1) covering antiquities of other regions and periods. A combination ticket (€5.50/3.50) is
available for these two. Take U2 or bus 100 to Königsplatz.
Staatliches Museum Ägyptischer Kunst (Tu-Su 10-18, €7/5, Su €1) at
Gabelsbergerstraße 35 has a rare accumulation of Egyptian objects that started with
Bavarian ducal collections of the 16th century. Take bus 100 to Technische Universität.
The colonnaded Haus der Kunst (F-W 10-20, Th 10-22), Prinzregentenstraße 1 at the
start of Englischer Garten, runs the gamut of modern and contemporary art with a variety
of exhibitions and admission prices (€10/7 or €8/6, combination tickets €15/12 or €12/10
depending on access, but visitors under 18 pay only €2 per exhibition). Renovations are
scheduled for 2015-16. Take bus 100 or tram 18 to Nationalmuseum.
The Bayerische Nationalmuseum (Tu-W & F-Su 10-17, Th 10-20, €7/6 including special
exhibitions, visitors under 18 free) at Prinzregentenstraße 3 puts European art and
cultural development in a historical framework. Audio guides are available and the regular
collections can be visited for €1 on Sundays. Take bus 100 or tram 18 to Nationalmuseum.
At Kunsthalle der Hypo-Kulturstiftung (M-Su 10-20) at Theatinerstraße 8, often referred
to as Hypo Kunsthalle, adult entry prices and hours can vary with exhibitions but for special
events can be of the order of €12 (visitors aged 6-18 pay €1). To check current events visit
www.hypo-kunsthalle.de (there is an English version). Take tram 19 to Theatinerstraße.

Transport
Rail: All services – Deutsche Bahn interurban, regional and S-Bahn and U-Bahn
– converge at the Hauptbahnhof. Longdistance and regional trains also use Pasing,
Donnersbergerbrücke and Ostbahnhof.
DB has service counters at its Reisezentrum
(M-Su 6-22) in the centre of the Hauptbahnhof,
where the Euraide desk can assist rail pass
users (see Information above). The DB
information desk operates 24 hours.
Fast direct trains to and from Berlin (six
hours or six hours 30 minutes) run five times
daily. Overnight trains (10 hours) run nightly
each way (arriving Munich 7.00, Berlin 8.00)
with sleepers, economy sleepers, couchettes
and reclining seats.
Alex trains run to and from Prague (five
hours 45 minutes to six hours, four times
daily) via Regensburg. Services to and from
Salzburg (90 minutes to two hours) using DB
regional or Austrian Railjet fast services run
at least hourly, with connections to Vienna six
times daily. Cross-border trains also run to and
from Innsbruck (one hour 50 minutes) eight
times a day.
Between Nuremberg and Munich there
are both fast expresses (half-hourly, 70-80
minutes) via (or past) Ingolstadt and regional
trains (every two hours, one hour 45 minutes),
while regional services (about 2½ hours) run
with changes in Augsburg or Treuchtlingen.
Other Nuremberg-Munich services run via
Augsburg. Alex trains service Regensburg
hourly. For Passau take regional trains to
Plattling and change.
Services from Augsburg (40-45 minutes)
and Stuttgart (average one hour 45 minutes)
run at least hourly. Regional trains run services
to and from Füssen (about two hours, six times
daily). Alex trains run the regional service to
Lindau near the Austrian border (two hours
40 minutes, every two hours) as well as four
EuroCity services daily.
Bus: The central bus station (ZOB) for longdistance services is at Hackerbrücke (beside
the S-Bahn station, or take tram 16 or 17) off
Arnulfstraße west of the Hauptbahnhof. The
Touring Romantische Straße bus departs daily
(mid Apr-late Oct) at 10.30 heading north for
Frankfurt and 17.55 heading south for Füssen.
Eurolines-Deutsche Touring has an office
(M-F 9-22, Sa 10-22, Su 16-22) on the upper
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Impressive rather than ornate,
the 1489, late Gothic
Frauenkirche (Sa-W 7-19, Th
7-20.30, F 7-18) at Frauenplatz
combines unexpectedly a
commonly north German brick
with decidedly southern onion
domes (added 1525). The
design by Jörg von Halsbach is
also weighty inside, including
mighty octagonal pillars. Much
of the stained glass belongs to
the original building period.
But it was only a parish
church for half the city at that
time – since 1821 it has been
Munich’s cathedral, and from
1977 to 1982 the former pope
Cardinal Ratzinger was the
archbishop. Wittelsbach graves
are among the many within.
Behind the cathedra are stairs
to the crypt, with episcopal
graves. The ornate Wittelsbach
cenotaph (1622, by Hans
Krumpper), centred on the
commemorative slab for the
15th century Holy Roman emperor Ludwig IV, is near the main door. The 100m towers
have been undergoing restoration. Take the U-Bahn or S-Bahn to Marienplatz.
The unusual Bürgersaalkirche (1710, M-Su 8-19) on Neuhauser Straße was designed by Giovanni Antonio Viscardi
for the prayer and meeting requirements of its Marianist
congregation. The Madonna (1710) over the door is by
Andreas Faistenberger and on the vaulted lower floor are 15
cross stations. Upstairs are views of 14 Bavarian pilgrimage
places (1710) by FJ Bleich. The building did not become a
church until 1778. The grave slab of the congregation leader
the Blessed Father Rupert Mayer, who was beatified after his
work with the resistance against the Nazis, is in the church
and is visited by pilgrims and Munich Catholics seeking intercession. A small Mayer museum is on the lower level. The
richly decorated upper floor is in almost pristine condition.
Take the U-Bahn or S-Bahn to Karlsplatz.
To strengthen and renew Catholic faith was the aim for
the Jesuit St-Michaels-Hofkirche (1589, open to at least
19.00 daily) when it was built at the instructions of
Wilhelm V during the Counter Reformation. But its
tower quickly collapsed, which the duke took as a sign
and had the church rebuilt even larger. Christ is on the
gable and the figures of Bavarian emperors and dukes
are arrayed below. The Archangel is lower on the facade
in symbolic battle with evil. The interior is artistically
rich, including 40 altars, and the vault (M-F 9.30-16.30,
Sa 9.30-14.30, €2/1) contains the graves of Wittelsbacher
rulers including Wilhelm. There is also a shrine to
St Cosmas and St Damian. Take the U-Bahn or S-Bahn
to Karlsplatz.
One of the city’s old gates Karlstor
now has Neogothic form and marks the
second stage of medieval wall
construction. At that time it was known
as the Neuhauser Tor but was renamed
in 1797 for the elector Karl Theodor,
who directed the old wall be destroyed
but had the gate incorporated into the
new design for the Karlsplatz. But the
structure also housed a gunpowder
magazine that exploded in 1857, taking
down the old central tower, after which
the gate was redesigned. Take the
U-Bahn or S-Bahn to Karlsplatz.
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level at the ZOB, also selling tickets for Berlin
Linien Bus. FlixBus has also opened an office
(M-Sa). Lockers, at bus departure level, are
few.
Berlin Linien Bus runs services to and from
Berlin (twice daily, eight hours 30 minutes),
Dresden (daily, seven hours 45 minutes with
change), Stuttgart (three times daily, three
hours 15 minutes) and Nuremberg (daily, two
hours 20 minutes). Berlin-Munich services
are run by MeinFernbus (three daily), Aldi
Fernbusreisen/Univers Reisen (twice daily)
and FlixBus (daily).
Services to and from Frankfurt are run by
Eurolines (five times daily, four hours), FlixBus
(via Stuttgart, twice daily), MeinFernbus
and Aldi. FlixBus also services Nuremberg
direct.
Munich-Zürich services are operated by the
Swiss bus line Expressbus (one to three times
daily, four hours 10 minutes), MeinFernbus
(four to six times daily, four hours 40 minutes)
and FlixBus (one to three times daily). Services
to Prague/Prag are run by FlixBus (M, W &
Su, five hours 15 minutes via Regensburg and
Plzen/Pilsen) and Student Agency Bus (five to
seven times weekly, five hours 30 minutes) to
and from airport terminal 2 and Fröttmaning
bus station (take U6 to Fröttmaning). DB’s IC
Bus runs to Prague (from the Hauptbahnhof,
less than five hours) four times daily (once
via the airport). MeinFernbus also offers an
Innsbruck service and FlixBus has connections
with Salzburg and Vienna.
Air: Munich’s airport almost 30km northeast of the city does not operate 24 hours but
accepts direct flights from global and European
hubs. Two S-Bahn lines, S1 and S8, serve the
airport, which is in MVV zone 4 (adult single
journey €10.40 to or from the inner zone,
day ticket for all zones €11.20). S1 travellers
should note the train could divide (part going
on to Freising) before reaching the airport and
it is wise to check departure information about
which half of the train to board.
Lufthansa’s airport bus (€10.50/5.50)
runs every 20 minutes to and from the
Hauptbahnhof and Schwabing Nord with
stops at both terminals.
Urban transit: Munich transit services are
coordinated by MVV (www.mvv-muenchen
.de), within which MVG operates U-Bahn and
city buses and trams and DB operates S-Bahn
and regional trains. There are eight U-Bahn or
metro lines and nine S-Bahn fast urban lines.
Hauptbahnhof, Pasing, Donnersbergerbrücke
and Ostbahnhof are key junctions for S-Bahn
and U-Bahn services, as are Marienplatz in the
Altstadt centre and Karlsplatz (also known as
Stachus) at its edge. About a dozen MVG tram
lines interlink the rail services.
The MVG buses interlink with the U-Bahn
and S-Bahn stations to cover mostly outer
areas. There are N-coded services – tram routes
and bus routes – for night services (1.30-4.30),
varying according to whether a work day is
following. They use a separate timetable and
converge on Karlsplatz/Stachus between the
Hauptbahnhof and Altstadt centre.
The Museenlinie bus 100 travels a route
linking more than 20 museums.
A journey planner and ticket navigator to
find the correct fare are on the MVV website.
Ask at a service point for the MVV brochures
Welcome to Munich (with detailed fare tables
and explanations of fares and ticketing) or
München Erkunden (with easy options for

The grand and arcaded Neogothic main facade of the
Neues Rathaus (1874, M-F 10-20, Sa 10-16) at
Marienplatz was designed by Georg von Hauberrisser with
an 85m tower. The complex was extended repeatedly on
two sides until 1909 and is now 100m wide. Sculptures
on the facade are of rulers and other historical figures.
When accessible vaulted passages and stained glass can
be viewed upstairs (two windows show great US figures).
The 12-minute daily glockenspiel (Mar-Oct 11.00, 12.00 &
17.00, Nov-Feb 11.00 & 12.00) represents the wedding of
the duke Wilhelm V and a traditional coopers’ dance giving
thanks for the end of plague. The courtyard is accessible
and there is also a lift up to the tower (€4, see Views). Take
the U-Bahn or S-Bahn to Marienplatz.
The site of the Peterskirche (1294) between
Marienplatz and Viktualienmarkt was probably
associated with St Peter through the first monks to settle
the site, a small hill known as Petersbergl. The present
church, oldest of Munich’s parish churches, replaced a
Romanesque building and itself had to be largely rebuilt
after the 1327 Munich fire, then after 1945 bombing.
The Baroque interiors and high altar (1730) by Nikolaus
Stuber were also restored at that time. The church’s
singular and beloved 90-metre tower (€1.50, M-F 9-18,
Sa-Su 10-18.30) and spire now shows eight clocks in all
directions and houses seven bells. Take the U-Bahn or
S-Bahn to Marienplatz.
The Altes Rathaus at the east end of Marienplatz is
largely a reconstruction from the Neogothic makeover
of the 1475 exterior raised by Jörg von Halsbach. After
war damage statues (1960) of Ludwig IV and Henry
the Lion were added to the west and east gables as part
of restoration works. The tower was rebuilt in 1974.
Unfortunately the main chamber with copies of
sculptures of Morris dancers (1480) by Erasmus Grasser and the barrel vaulting with almost 100 coats of
Munich arms cannot be visited here, but the originals
of the sculptures are in the Stadtmuseum. The building
now houses the Spielzeugmuseum (see Museums).
Take the U-Bahn or S-Bahn to Marienplatz.
The Heiliggeistkirche off Tal near Viktualienmarkt
began as an infirmary and chapel (1250) for
pilgrims near the then town gate. The fire of 1327
claimed that building but a new Gothic church
was completed in 1392 and made over in Baroque
by the Asam brothers between 1724 and 1731. An
extension was completed in 1885. Inside is the
15th century Gothic Hammerthaler Madonna,
which is said to have healed a woman
after being brought to the church in the 17th
century. The ceiling frescoes and stucco in the
main aisles are striking. Take the U-Bahn or S-Bahn
to Marienplatz.
The Hofbräuhaus (M-Su 9-23.30) at Am Platzl
is the most famous beer hall of all and one of the
oldest breweries in Germany. In 1589 the founder
Wilhelm V wanted the court’s beer to be brewed
locally, thereby starting a long tradition. The
brewery moved to the site in the 17th century and
the present building is from 1808, but not until
later did it become a public house. The vaulted
halls are the centre of the fabled Munich
hospitality but restaurants have been added. Take
the U-Bahn or S-Bahn to Marienplatz.

reaching attractions including sections in
English). The MVG site www.mvg-mobil.de
has good network maps (on the ‘Netzpläne’
tab) for download or print and iPhone,
Android and WebApp timetable apps can be
downloaded (on the ‘Fahrpläne’ tab).
A customer service desk is at the MVG
Kundencenter (M-F 9-20, Sa 9-16) on the
mezzanine of the Marienplatz S-Bahn/U-Bahn
station in the Altstadt and covers all MVV
services and needs, including complaints. An
information point (M-F 6-21, Sa 9-16.30 &
Su 10-18) is at the mezzanine of Sendlinger
Tor U-Bahn station. A customer service centre
(M-F 8-18) is at Poccistraße 1, handy to
Theresienwiese.
MVG Infopoints (for U-Bahn, bus and
tram services) are at the Hauptbahnhof
(M-F 7-21, Sa-Su 9-21) and the U-Bahn
stations Marienplatz (M-F 7-24, Sa-Su 9-24),
Sendlinger Tor (M-F 8-21, Sa 9-16.30, Su
10-18) and Olympiazentrum (M-Su 10-18).
Others are at Karlsplatz (M-F 9-21, Sa 9-16),
Münchner Freiheit (M-F 9-21, 9-16.30, Su
10-18) and Odeonsplatz (M-F 10-18, Sa 1016.30).
Other details are available by phone. The
MVG InfoPhone (tel 089-41424344) has
information on fares, timetables and buses on
routes 210-975 (M-F 7-17, otherwise automated). A separate line has details of U-Bahn,
trams and buses 50-199 (tel 0800-344226600,
M-F 8-20).
For information on S-Bahn services there
is a customer information counter at the
Hauptbahnhof (M-F 9-19, Sa-Su 10-19) and
another at Ostbahnhof (M-F 7-20, Sa 8-18,
Su 8-13, 14-18). Telephone information (tel
089-20355000, M-F 7-20) about S-Bahn and
regional trains is also available.
Adult and child (ages 6-14) fares are
organised around four concentric tariff zones,
each with four rings. The inner zone includes
the Altstadt, Theresienwiese, Ostbahnhof,
Schloß Nymphenburg and Pasing.
Ticket machines or MVV service counters
are the usual sources of tickets. The MVV
ticket machines are multilingual (look for the
flag symbol) and sell single, strip or day tickets.
Before departure tickets must be validated on
train platforms, or in buses and trams.
Single tickets are priced according to the
number of zones crossed and have validity
periods to match (three hours for one zone,
four hours for more). Passing through the
same zone twice counts as two zones, but the
maximum required to pay is four. The singletrip fare per zone for adults is €2.60, (children
pay a flat single-trip fare of €1.30 anywhere),
but tickets bought at MVG touchscreen
machines with a GeldKarte are a fraction
cheaper at €2.50 per zone (children’s single
ticket €1.25).
Short trip tickets (€1.30) valid up to one
hour using mixed modes are available for up
to four stops, of which a maximum of two can
be by S-Bahn or U-Bahn.
For strip tickets (€12.50, 10 stripes per
ticket), adults validate two stripes per zone,
children one.
Adult day tickets for use in the inner zone
cost €5.80, the inner two zones €7.80, the
three outer zones €5.80 and for all four zones
€11.20. A three-day card for the inner district
only is €14.30. A day ticket for children in all
four zones is €2.80. Day tickets last to 06.00
the day after validation.
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The opulent
Wittelsbach
Residenz (Apr-mid
Oct M-Su 9-18,
mid Oct-Mar
10-17, €13/10.50)
facing Max-JosephPlatz is on the site
of the 1385 castle.
The present palace
of 130 chambers
has had many
builders, culminating
in Ludwig I’s
Neoclassical
Königsbau (1848)
and apartments by
Leo von Klenze.
There has been
lengthy rebuilding
since World War II.
The ensemble
includes the
extraordinary Renaissance Antiquarium, a vaulted survival from 1579, the ornate and
reconstructed Cuvilliés-Theater (1755), the Ahnengalerie depicting centuries of monarchs,
and eight courtyards including the arcaded Grottenhof. On the Renaissance west facade
to Residenzstraße are painted features and Wittelsbach lions. The complex houses the
Residenzmuseum, Schatzkammer and Staatliche Münzsammlung (see General Museums).
Take U4 or U5 or bus 100 to Odeonsplatz or tram 19 to Nationaltheater.
One product of Ludwig I’s nationalism was
the Feldherrnhalle, built in 1844 by
Friedrich von Gärtner on the site of the 14th
century Schwabinger Tor (now Odeonsplatz)
to contain cast statues of the field marshals
Tilly and Wrede by Ludwig von Schwanthaler.
The army monument (1892) was added by
Ferdinand von Miller at the commission of
the prince-regent Luitpold. The Nazi 1923
coup attempt was thwarted after a gun battle
here and years later SS troops were assembled
before its arches to swear allegiance to Hitler.
It was also a site for SS night rallies. Take U4
or U5 or bus 100 to Odeonsplatz.
The imposing Theatinerkirche St Kajetan (M-F 10-13,
13.30-16.30, Sa 10-15, €2/1) was commissioned in 1662
by the grateful electress Henriette Adelaide after she gave
birth to an heir. She commissioned Agostino Barelli, who
designed a Baroque 70-metre domed church. The prince
Max Emanuel was 10 years old when Barelli was sacked
and replaced by Enrico Zuccalli, who added towers to
the design and the church was consecrated a year later. A
year after that the electress died but the church was not
complete until her son had been on the electoral throne
more than 12 years. Eventually Max Emanuel was laid to
rest here with other Wittelsbach monarchs. A century after
the church was begun Francois Cuvilliés recast the facade
in Rococo. Take U4 or U5 or bus 100 to Odeonsplatz.
The Alter Hof on Burgstraße is dwarfed today by the
Residenz but was its predecessor as seat of the
Bavarian princes from 1253 to 1474. It now is an
administrative building but the courtyard with its oriel
can be walked through. The exteriors, restored after
part-demolition in the 19th century and World War II
damage, give a sense of the original scene with late
Gothic features including the gate tower and courtyard
oriel remaining despite the Baroque finish. Its purpose
was partly protection from any uprisings among the
townspeople, of which there were several during the
period. Take tram 19 to Nationaltheater.
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For groups, there are day tickets for up
to five adults (or 10 children) ranging from
€10.60 for the inner zone only (three days
€24.60) to €20.40 for all four zones.
For the IsarCard period tickets of a week or
more the smaller rings within zones come into
play but this is intended for repeated journeys
and it requires precise information about all
likely destinations to realise savings. Tariff
maps of all the zones and rings are at the MVV
website under the Tickets & Fares menu.
The weekly IsarCards range from €13.20 to
€53.80.
Bicycle: Munich is bicycle-friendly and
there are more than 1000km of bike paths in
its network. Bikes are permitted on S-Bahn
and U-Bahn services except for morning and
afternoon peaks (M-F 6-9, 16-18). An MVV
day ticket for bikes costs €2.50. The Munich
CityTourCard (see below) brings discounts
from some rental companies.
Radius Touristik (Apr & Oct M-Su 8.3019, May-Aug M-Su 8.30-20) at Arnulfstraße
3 (on the north side of the Hauptbahnhof)
provides rental bikes at €3 an hour, €14.50
a day, €17 for 24 hours, €39 for 72 hours
(deposit required). In the low season rentals
are available subject to weather.
Mike’s Bike Tours (tel 089-25543987, mid
Apr-Aug M-Su 10-20, mid Mar-mid Apr &
Sept-early Nov M-Su 10.30-13, 16.30-17.30)
at Bräuhausstraße 10 (enter Hochbrücken
Straße) offers rental from €5 plus €2 per hour
(up to €15 per day) including a map with route
suggestions and other discounts. Call at other
times (tel 0172-8520660) to reserve bikes.
Spurwechsel Fahrradverleih (tel 0896924699, Apr-Oct M-F 9-18, Sa 9-14, NovMar M-F 9-18) at Ohlmüllerstraße 5 offers
rental for a half-day at €9 or €11.50, a day
(9-18) at €15, 24 hours at €17.50, two days at
€26, a week at €59.
Taxi: Ranks are at the Hauptbahnhof main
eastern exit and Bayerstraße south exit.
Tariffs start around €3 and the normal added
rate per kilometre up to 5km is €1.60, up to
10km $1.40, thereafter $1.25 per kilometre.
Luggage items in the boot cost €0.50 each.
To order taxis contact the central number (tel
089-21610), Taxi-München (tel 089-19410)
or IsarFunk (tel 089-450540). A €1 surcharge
applies on orders.
Car: Munich’s inner zone has environmental
restrictions on vehicle emissions. Cars displaying stickers for class 4 emissions only
are allowed in an area defined broadly by
Olympiapark and the Petueltunnel in the north
(Olympiapark has a Park+ride centre near the
Olympiazentrum U3/U8 station), Landshuter
Allee and Garmischer Straße in the west,
Heckenstallerstraße and Candidstraße in the
south and Innsbrücker Ring and Isarring in the
east. For more details on how to obtain stickers
see the Car section under the Transport - Urban
menu of the Raven Guides Germany page.
CityTourCard
Tourist cards are available to cover transit in
the city and surroundings as well as deliver
discount admission (generally 20-25%) at
some museums (excluding Deutsches Museum
or the big art museums), city tours and other
concessions. CityTourCard for a day in the
inner transit zone costs €9.90, for three days
€20.90. Partner cards for the inner zone (for up
to five adults or 10 children) cost €17.90 for a
day, €30.90 for three. An adult card for three

days in the inner zone is €20.90, for all zones
€32.90. Three-day partner cards are €30.90
(inner zone) and €53.90 (all zones).
CityTourCards are available from ticket
machines, MVG service counters and tourist
offices. They must be validated like transit
tickets.

The Renaissance Hofgarten (1615) at the
north facade of the Residenz was arcaded
on two sides and a gate (1826) was added
by Leo von Klenze. The arcades house
murals (1840) with Classical references and
quotes. The Brunnenpavilion (1615) was
designed by Heinrich Schön for the Diana
statue. The area was wrecked by World War
II bombing but restored with new fountains.
The black marble memorial to the Weiße
Rose anti-Nazi group of Munich students,
including Sophie and Hans Scholl, is on the
north side of the garden. Take U4 or U5 or
bus 100 to Odeonsplatz.
The Neoromanesque Siegestor (1852) on
Ludwigstraße was inspired by the Arch of
Constantine in Rome, designed by Friedrich
von Gärtner and dedicated to the Bavarian
army’s role in victory over Napoleon. The
quadriga mounted on top by Martin von
Wagner made it a counterpart of Berlin’s
Brandenburger Tor, but this sculpture was
fashioned with Wittelsbach lions instead of
horses. It crashed to the ground during heavy
air raids in World War II but was restored and
an inscription on the south side of the gate now
urges peace. Take U3 or U6 to Universität.
Built under the king’s patronage, Gärtner’s
Ludwigskirche (1844) on Ludwigstraße north of the
Residenz shows a mixture of influences, merging
Romanesque forms with Neoclassicism. Its lines and
Byzantine shapes made the design internationally
influential. The T-shaped cross of its plan, associated
with Antiquity and the Franciscans, perhaps reflects
Ludwig I’s relationship with the order. Romanticism
makes a clearer statement inside with the controversial
Last Judgement mural painting by Peter von Cornelius,
one of the world’s largest at almost 20m high. Ceiling
frescoes and wall paintings are still being restored after
war damage. Take U3 or U6 to Universität.
The culmination of Neoclassical emphasis
north of the Altstadt is Königsplatz,
surrounded by the art halls of the Glyptothek and Staatliche Antikensammlung
and set off by Klenze’s design for the
Propyläen (1862), a last gasp of Classical
influence in Munich. A delayed city gate
construction to commemorate Greece’s
war of independence of the 1820s and
1830s, it is an expression of the common
cause felt by European states. The war
reliefs were supplied by Ludwig von
Schwanthaler. Take U2 or bus 100 to
Königsplatz.
The Englischer Garten (1795) stretches 5km
north-east from Prinzregentenstraße along
the Isar. Gardens were designed by Benjamin
Thompson (later Graf Rumford) for the elector
Karl Theodor and from 1804 parklands were
developed by Friedrich Ludwig von Sckell, the
area acquiring its name from the free style of
Sckell’s layout. It was one of Europe’s early
public parks. The Chinesisches Turm was one of
the first monuments and the Monopteros (1839)
was built by Klenze on a hill created near the
south end. The stream Eisbach is a swimming
spot in summer (with a surfing wave). Take tram
18 or bus 100 to Nationalmuseum.

Tours
Radius Touristik (tel 089-5434877740,
www.radiustours.com) provides daily 2½hour city tours at 10.00 from its office at the
Hauptbahnhof (near platform 32, Apr-Oct
M-Su 8.30-18, Nov-Mar M-Su 8.30-14) and
participants pay what they like. There is also
a daily three-hour bicycle tour (Apr-late Oct,
€22/12), a Dachau concentration camp tour
(€22/12), a Third Reich tour (€15/9), an afterdark tour (€15/9), day trips to the castles of
Neuschwanstein or Herrenchiemsee and a
Salzburg day tour (€42/23 or €35 with railpass
discounts). Student rates for these are offered
at a small discounts to the adult rate.
Gray Line (tel 089-54907560, www.
sightseeing-munich.com) offers hop on-hop
off double-decker bus tours at €20/10 for
24-hour tickets or €26/13 for 48 hours from
the Hauptbahnhof with stops including the
Kunstareal art museums, Odeonsplatz, the
Residenz, Marienplatz, Schloß Nymphenburg,
BMW Welt, Olympiastadion and Schwabing.
Other offers include a Third Reich and
German Resistance tour, nightlife and beer
tours, Dachau and castle tours and excursions
through Bavaria and into Austria.
Three hop on-hop off city tours are
offered by CitySightseeing Munich (www.
citysightseeing-munich.com, email info@
citysightseeing.de) with 13 stopping points
in all. The one-hour city tours (M-Su AprOct 10-17, Nov-Mar 10-16, €15.90/9.90)
leave at least every 20 minutes from the north
end of Bahnhofplatz outside Elisenhof. The
others take in Nymphenburg and the Olympic
precinct and Schwabing. Tickets covering all
stops on the three routes can be bought for one
day (€20.90/9.90) or two (€25.90/9.90). There
are discounts of €2-4 on these tours for tickets
bought online at the website – these tickets
have to be printed but are valid for a year,
places permitting.
MW-Touristik (tel 089-24231767, www.
munichwalktours.de) offers a two-hour
city walk taking in the Englischer Garten
(€12/10), bike rides (€20/16) and a brewery
tour (€22/20). Children under 12 take part free.
Views
About 300 narrow steps lead to the narrow
observation platform of the 90m tower of the
Peterskirche (€1.50), which gives a superb
view of Marienplatz and the Frauenkirche. The
lift up the south tower of the Frauenkirche
(about 100m) was closed for renovations
late in 2013 and visitors should check with
the tourist office about access. The Neues
Rathaus (May-Oct M-Su 10-19, Nov-April
M-F 10-17, €4, children under 6 free) provides
a lift from the hall to level 4, followed by
another lift to the platform almost 80m up.
The widest panorama is north of the city
from the Olympiaturm, 275m high with an
observation platform almost 200m up. The
view (M-Su 9-24, $5.50/3.50, families €15)
easily extends to the Alps on clear days.
Take trams 20 or 21 to Olympiapark West or
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bus 173 to Olympiazentrum.
The outlook from the Neoclassical rotunda
Monopteros on the hill near the centre of
Englischer Garten is pleasant from a spot
north-east of the city centre. From the other
direction the statue of Bavaria (Apr-mid
Oct except during Oktoberfest, M-Su 9-18,
€3.50/2.50) looks out from her vantage point
over Theresienwiese, with a glimpse of the
Alps on good days but through what is a mere
spy-hole. The climb is cramped at the top.

Demonstrating history and progress, the Deutsches Museum, spread over three
sites, is Germany’s foremost celebration of technological achievement.

PERFORMANCE

Munich has a wide choice of more than 20 resident orchestras and large ensembles. The
leading orchestras perform at a range of venues including some of Europe’s great concert
halls in opulent surroundings. Tickets booked for some of these performances will include
public transport fares to and from the venue.
The Symphonieorchester des Bayerischen Rundfunks BR-Klassik website
www.br.de offers tickets (€25-78) for concert hall performances but tickets to studio
performances of Wagner in the Funkhaus at Rundfunkplatz north-west of the
Hauptbahnhof (trams 16 or 17 to Hopfenstraße) are available between €18 and €26.
The orchestra also performs with the BR choir. The website is also the central site for the
Münchner Rundfunkorchester, usually performing at the Prinzregententheater or in
chamber concerts in the studio. These tickets go on sale at €10 through the website.
The Bayerisches Staatsorchester (www.bayerische.staatsoper.de) performs at the
historic Nationaltheater at Max-Joseph-Platz (take tram 19 to Nationaltheater or U3-6 to
Odeonsplatz), the Prinzregententheater at Prinzregentenplatz (U4, buses 54 or 100) or
the Cuvilliés-Theater at the Residenz (U3-6 to Odeonsplatz). There are also performances
with the Bayerische Staatsoper, the Bayerisches Staatsballett and church concerts and the
annual opera event Münchner Opernfestspiele during June and July.
Tickets to concerts at the Nationaltheater, which because of its layout has some listening
seats out of ready stage view, start as low €4, although at this superb venue top seat price
is over €260. Sales of tickets for the Opernfestspiele start late in January at the
Marstallplatz 5 box office (M-Sa 10-19) and in February for mail requests (email
tickets@staatsoper.de). Remaining tickets go on sale at the box office or online from the
end of March.
The Münchner Philharmoniker (www.mphil.de) performs at the Philharmonie grand hall of
the Gasteig in Rosenheimer Straße or the attached Carl-Orff-Saal, Kleiner
Konzertsaal or Black Box (take the S-Bahn, tram 15 or 25 to Rosenheimerplatz or tram 16
to Am Gasteig). Tickets for the season concerts (€12.30-85.50) are available at the
website. Monthly Sunday chamber concerts (€21.60) take place at the Münchner
Künstlerhaus at Lenbachplatz.
München Ticket next to the tourist information counters at Marienplatz 8 in the Rathaus
(M-F 10-20, Sa 10-16) and Bahnhofplatz 2 in the Hauptbahnhof (M-Sa 10-20) sells tickets
for the Philharmoniker, the SBR and the Münchner Rundfunkorchester and many music
events and live shows. The website www.muenchenticket.de also handles ticket sales for
collection at offices or venues as well as listing more than 200 sales points.
The Münchner Symphoniker (www.muenchner-symphoniker.de) performs at the Gasteig,
the Prinzregententheater or the Herkulessaal of the Residenz. Tickets for these and other
events including concerts at Schloß Nymphenburg and the Brunnenhof courtyard of the
Residenz are available at www.muenchenmusik.de.
Bayerisches Staatsballett’s top ticket prices for mid-range ballet events at the ornate
Nationaltheater can vary from €45-63 but there are eight price categories down to €6.
Bookings for BallettFestwoche in April start in mid-January (for postal bookings) or
mid-February (online and box office). Visit www.bayerischestaatsoper.de for details.
Organ concerts in the Frauenkirche (Jul-Sep W 19.00, €10/7) are a summer feature.
For tickets to a range of musical and other live shows including rock and jazz, visit ZKV
München in the kiosks of the rail passage beneath Marienplatz (M-Sa 9-20) or online at
www.zkv-muenchen.de.
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Parks & gardens
Munich is known for extensive green areas
near the city centre, most of them with water
features. The extensive Englischer Garten
stretches north-east from the Altstadt at
Prinzregentenstraße, parallel with the Isar.
Oddly it has a Chinesischer Turm and a
Japanisches Teehaus, inevitably it has beer
gardens but there is also a modern tradition of
nude sunbathing near the south-west corner.
The stream Eisbach is used for swimming (and
surfing) in summer. Take tram 18 or bus 100 to
Nationalmuseum.
There are two small oases near the heart of
a busy city: the Alter Botanischer Garten just
over 100m north-east of the Hauptbahnhof and
the geometric Hofgarten behind the Residenz
at Odeonsplatz, both ideal to snatch a minute’s
rest on a day’s sightseeing.
Schloßpark Nymphenburg (open daily
until dusk) behind the palace north-west of
the city is peaceful with its extended canal,
lakes and pavilions. On its north boundary is
the Botanischer Garten (see Museums) with
thousands of plant types, open most days of
the year. Take tram 17 to Botanischer Garten.
The smaller Hirschgarten lies south-east of
the palace: several S-Bahn lines run through
Hirschgarten station.
Theresienwiese south-west of the
Hauptbahnhof is peaceful enough outside
Oktoberfest and the statue of Bavaria makes
an interesting visit. Probably more appealing
as parkland with its lake areas is Westpark
just beyond. Take bus 62 from Sendlinger Tor.
Munich’s zoo is Tierpark Hellabrun
(late Mar-late Oct M-Su 9-18, late Oct-late
Mar M-Su 9-17, adults €12, children under
15 €5, children under 4 free, families €27)
at Tierparkstraße 30 with more than 5000
animals housed in native surroundings. The
website www.tierpark-hellabrunn.de has an
English version. Take U3 to Thalkirchen and
walk east to the Isar entrance or take bus 52
from Marienplatz to Alemannenstraße.
Markets
The Viktualienmarkt (M-F 10-18, Sa 1015) is one of the great produce markets of
Europe, open in streets a few minutes’ walk
south of Marienplatz with fresh meats, fruit,
vegetables, delicacies and other produce.
Despite a history of moving and rebuilding,
efforts have been made to preserve traditions
including a maypole and the memory of local
personalities. Stalls open at various times.
The Elisabethmarkt is a little sister to
the Viktualienmarkt, open similar hours at
Elisabethplatz in Schwabing. Take U2 to
Josephsplatz or tram 27 to Elisabethsplatz.
From spring to November weekend openair flea markets are many and popular. The
biggest is Flohmarkt Riem (Sa 6-16) at the
trade fair grounds in Riem, most weekends of
the year. Take U2 to Messestadt Ost.

Zenith Flohmarkt (Th-Sa 6-18) takes
place next to the Zenithhalle at Lilienthalallee 29. Take U6 to Freimann.
The Munich Advent market is the
Christkindlmarkt (M-Sa 10-21, Su 10-20)
centred on Marienplatz from the last week
in November until 14.00 on Christmas Eve
with festive food, seasonal beverages and
handmade ornaments.
Auer Dult is a one-week outdoor junk
and antiques event held three times a year
(late April, late July and late October) in a
fairground atmosphere at Mariahilfplatz.

The daily city market now known as
Viktualienmarkt (M-F 10-18, Sa
10-15) was in the Marienplatz but
was moved to the present site by the
king Maximilian I in 1807 and kept
growing. Buildings were added and
the market grew from being farmers’
stalls to a full fresh produce market
with food delicacies. It was restarted
after World War II and statues and
wells were added to commemorate
Munich personalities. Take the
U-Bahn or S-Bahn to Marienplatz.
The Isartor (1357) was the gate through the
second Munich wall, through which the old
street Tal or Im Tal wound downhill toward
the Isar. The side towers were added the next
century (one now houses the ValentinKarlstadt-Musäum, see Museums). The fresco
(1835) is of the triumphant emperor Ludwig
IV, who extended the defences and had the
gate built. A gallery on the second level has
displays of Munich history with tantalising
glimpses of lost city quarters. Parts of wall
foundations are on the west side. From the
15th century a moat ran beyond the defences.
Take the S-Bahn or tram 16 or 18 to Isartor.
One of Munich’s smallest churches is probably
its most beautiful. The 1734 church of St Johann
Nepomuk at Sendlinger Straße 32, generally known
as the Asamkirche (Sa-Th 9-18, F 13-18) after its
owners and creators, is a complete work of Baroque
architecture, painting and decoration. In the
restricted space of their own houses the brothers
Cosmas Damian and Egid Quirin Asam blended their
various talents to craft the ornate chapel like a treasure
cave, an effect enhanced by the restrictions on light
available to the marbled, gilded and painted interior.
The fresco painter and sculptor Cosmas Asam did not
live to see the brothers’ masterwork complete. Take
U3 or U6 to Sendlinger Tor.
The early 14th century Sendlinger Tor
over Sendlinger Straße, probably the
oldest of the surviving city gates, was
part of the Holy Roman emperor
Ludwig IV’s extension of the
defences, but looked appreciably
different with central tower and three
arches (similar to the Isartor). The
hexagonal flanking towers were not
added until 1420. The main tower was
taken down in 1808 and the larger arch
created in 1906 for motor traffic. Take
U3 or U6 to Sendlinger Tor.
The Ruhmeshalle on Theresienhöhe above
Theresienwiese is another nationalistic
monument commissioned by Ludwig I,
completed in Neoclassical style by Leo
von Klenze in 1853 – after the monolithic
Walhalla near Regensburg – a colonnaded
open gallery to show busts of great
Bavarians. The statue of Bavaria
(Apr-mid Oct except Oktoberfest, M-Su
9-18, €3.50/2.50), cast by Ferdinand von
Miller to the design of Ludwig von
Schwanthaler, has narrow stairs and a
narrow view from the platform inside (mind
your head). Take bus 134 to Theresienhöhe.

Events
In the name of beer, the Oktoberfest takes
over the city of Munich for more than two
weeks from late September to early October.
Accommodation is booked out many months
in advance so travellers who don’t fancy the
experience would be advised to visit the city
at another time.
About 6.4 million visitors were claimed in
2012 and almost 7 million litres of beer were
drunk. The 2013 festival was the 180th.
On the Theresienwiese fairground organisers set up more than a dozen giant tents, each
with its own character, with seats for several
thousand as well as outside seating. There are
also more than 20 smaller tents. Bookings (for
tables only) in the marquees open in December
but free seats can be snapped up casually
by the early and the lucky. The website is
www.oktoberfest.de/en. Take U4 or U5 to
Theresienwiese or Schwanthalerhöhe.
Fasching is the carnival period from
January 7 until Shrove Tuesday, which can
last almost eight weeks. The days surrounding
Shrove Tuesday and its costume balls (between
mid February or early March) are the main
element of the celebrations with public events
such as parades and street parties, especially
at Marienplatz on Faschingsonntag and the
Shrove Tuesday dance of the market women
at Viktualienmarkt.
Food
For many the Munich lifestyle revolves around
food and drink and the city has never been shy
of projecting this image. Viktualienmarkt is a
centre for local food and drink, especially in
summer when outdoor service is popular and
the trade brisk. There or at a butcher’s shop
(Metzgerei) sample Warmer Leberkäs, a type
of loaf of ground beef and bacon served warm
with sweet mustard and a roll (here Semmel,
rather than the Brötchen of the northern half of
Germany) or a pretzel (Brezen). Other typical
fare ideal for snacks or as a drinker’s repast
is Wurstsemmel (sausage meat on a roll),
Weißwurst (boiled seasoned veal sausage, of
which the skin is not intended for eating) and
Schweinswürstl (a small grilled pork sausage,
usually served in pairs with sauerkraut).
In a restaurant setting, try some varieties
of Knödel (best translated as dumplings),
which go with meat dishes and sauce:
Kartoffelknödel are the potato type and
Semmelknödel use seasoned bread and egg.
The alternative is to try Spätzle (pasta noodles
more closely associated with Swabia but very
much at home on a Munich carnivore’s plate).
With coffee, ask for Prinzregententorte, the
sponge interlayered alternately with chocolate
cream and coated with even more chocolate.
A wander through the classic speciality
delicatessen house Dallmayr (M-Sa 9.30-19,
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The summer palace
Schloß Nymphenburg
(Apr-mid Oct 9-18,
mid Oct-Mar 10-16,
€6/5, audio guides
€3.50) was begun in
1664 by Agostino
Barelli for the elector
Ferdinand Maria’s
consort Henriette
Adelaide. The feature
of the chambers is the
Rococo Steinerner
Saal by Johann Baptist Zimmermann and Francois Cuvilliés, but the palace also houses
the Marstall-Museum, Porzellansammlung Bäuml and the Museum Mensch und Natur
(for these and the adjacent Botanischer Garten see General Museums). The 180 hectares
of Schloßpark Nymphenburg (main gate open Apr-Oct M-Su 6-dusk, Nov-Mar M-Su
6.30-dusk, others 30 minutes earlier) with fountains and canal was begun by Charles
Carbonet in the Versailles tradition, the second stage (1704) being carried through by
Enrico Zuccalli and Antonio Viscardi for the elector Max Emanuel and the Baroque
enlargement (1715) with necessary hydraulics was supervised by Joseph Effner for Karl
Albrecht and Max III Joseph. Friedrich Ludwig von Sckell reshaped the landscape with
lakes 1804-23. A room in the palace is devoted to its complex history. For an experience
in contrasts, visit the hermit lodge Magdalenenklause beyond the Palmenhaus and over
the bridge of the transverse canal in the wooded area north of the main canal. A
combined ticket (Apr-mid Oct €11.50/9) is sold for the palace, museum and park pavilions
below (€8.50/6.50 when the pavilions are not accessible). The pavilions open Apr-mid
Oct only (M-Su 9-18 €4.50/3.50). The palace and park are reached from Nymphenburger
Straße or Notburgastraße – for all take tram 17 or bus 51 to Schloß Nymphenburg.
Contemporary oriental fashion inspired the
interiors of the Pagodenburg (1721) standing
beside the lake north of the canal. Its compact
octagonal pattern by Effner may have been
influenced by the so-called Baghdad Pagoda
in Istanbul or by French buildings, but it
is agreed the blend of style and invention
throughout, right through to the fittings and
salon furnishings upstairs, is unusual. The
name is put down to the pictures of pagods
(idols representing Chinese deities). The
white-blue tiled ground-floor interiors mix
Oriental landscapes and ornament. Upstairs
the decoration is painting and panelling.
The hunting lodge Amalienburg
(1739) is another Rococo masterpiece
by Cuvilliés, built for the electress
Maria Amalia. Cuvilliés opposes
mirrors and windows strikingly in the
main hall and the stucco work is by
Johann Baptist Zimmermann. The
bedroom depicting the electress and
her husband Karl Albrecht includes
carved panelling by Johann Joachim
Dietrich. A hunting room shows the
court in various scenes, all incorporated into the wall decoration. The Fasanenzimmer
for its pheasant theme uses oriental styles of decoration in waxed and painted linen and
the kitchen continues in eastern taste, this time in painted tiles.
Effner is responsible for the other pavilions.
The Badenburg (1721) looks out on the lake
taking its name on the south side of the central
canal. It was built as a bathhouse in the French
fashion (but Roman-inspired) and the heating
equipment for the bath remains. Oriental
rooms are again part of the interior. Despite
its purpose, the pavilion required a two-storey
banquet hall. The stucco and frescoes shown
today are recreated from the originals of
Jacopo Amigoni, destroyed during World
War II. The exterior was given a
Neoclassical makeover by Leo von Klenze
in the 19th century.
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9.30-20 during pre-Christmas markets and
varying between Christmas and New Year)
at Dienerstraße 14 is a sensory experience
that defines Feinkost. This more refined
Bavarian taste is affordable at the Café-Bistro
Dallmayr but the store’s restaurant is out of
reach of the budget traveller.
The Welser Kuche (M-Su 19-late, tel
089-296565 for reservations M-F 9-18) at
Residenzstraße 27 is a restaurant on a late
medieval theme in vaulted cellars that reaches
back to recipes of more than 400 years ago for
its menu inspirations and serving customs. The
feasts are programmed (beginning 20.00) and
can be viewed online at www.welser-kuche
.de, where it is also possible to book.
Cafe An Der Uni (M-F 8-1, Sa-Su 9-1)
in the courtyard at Ludwigstraße 24 deals in
coffee, teas, beer and cocktails, vegetarian
dishes and salads under €8, variety hamburgers and Mexican dishes under €12. There are
all-day breakfasts both light and solid. Serving
is inside and out with a musical background,
although there is a quieter reading area.
Even vegetarians have excellent choices.
The Dean & David restaurant and salad bar
(M-Sa 10-24, Su 11.30-13) at Tal 40 has a full
menu including sandwiches, wraps, curries
and soups but the selection includes chicken
breast, prawns or a taste of beef. Coffees, teas
and juices are also on offer.
Ignaz, at Georgenstraße 67 (W-M 8-22, tel
089-2716093), is a small but established cafe
in Schwabing with a vegan and vegetarian
clientele. All courses are under €10 and cakes
and coffee are also a feature. There is also a
€6.90 happy hour (M & W-F 15-18).
Vegetarians can also visit Prinz Myshkin
(M-Su 11-0.30) at Hackenstraße 2, acclaimed
but pricier with some dishes under €15.
In the centre of the city the Rathaus
Kantine (May-Dec M-F 11-18.30, Sa 12-16,
Jan-Apr M-F 11-17) in the Neues Rathaus
courtyard has self-service cafeteria fare.
Meet & drink
Believing in beer, the city authorities kindly
mark beer gardens on maps with a leaf symbol.
The natural Munich experience is a one-litre
draught at the Hofbräuhaus (M-Su 9-23.30)
at Am Platzl. In summer the open bars at
Viktualienmarkt are crowded and wine bars
operate in the adjacent Schrannenhalle (MSa 9-20).
The Turmstüberl above the ValentinKarlstadt Musäum at Isartor is an eccentric cafe
and lunch spot with historical paraphernalia
and bric a brac that is like an extension of the
museum. The equally eccentric museum entry
of €2.99 applies.
Coffee as well as alcohol is offered most
hours at Chinesischer Turm in Englischer
Garten or Cafe An Der Uni. Türkenstraße
near the university precinct has a continental
feel with summer street service at a score or
more cafes.
In Schwabing, north of the city centre and
at the edge of the arts and university precinct,
a cafe culture goes back at least to the 1920s.
Café Conditorei Münchner Freiheit (MSu 6.30-22 in summer, 6.30-20 in winter) at
Münchner Freiheit 20 serves breakfast until
14.00, typical Munich snacks and a range of
icecreams. Café Telos (M-F 9-22, Sa-Su 1022) at Kurfürstenstraße 2 is one of the many
establishments serving coffee and other drinks
as well as light, inexpensive meals.

ACCOMMODATION
Rates can vary a lot during festivals (especially Oktoberfest, when tripling of standard rates
in hotels or private hostels is not uncommon)
and trade fairs. Two-star hotels have reportedly charged four-star rates. Budget beds can be
tough to find during high summer or events.
Book early or seek assistance at the München
Tourismus booking service (see Quick Guide).
To survey accommodation including private
rooms visit the tourist office website.
Some of the two and three-star options are
in the central station precinct, which puts some
travellers off quite reasonable hotels. Travellers who find city nightlife confronting might
prefer to stay somewhere out of the inner city
and use the excellent train and tram networks.
Among private hostels, there are several close to the Hauptbahnhof. Euro Youth
Hotel Munich (tel 089-59908811, www.
euro- youth-hotel.de) at Senefelder Straße 5 is
about a 100m walk south of the station south
exit. WLAN access is free. Private rooms with
breakfast and shared facilities start at €50/80 a
single/double (twins €69). Doubles with separate facilities start at €80 (twins €88). Dorm
beds range from €24 to €29, breakfast €4.50
extra. But expect to pay twice this during Oktoberfest.
The Wombats City Hostel Munich (tel
089-59989180, www.wombats-hostels.com/
munich) at Senefelderstraße 1 about 60m
south of the station’s south exit offers private
rooms in high season at €38-40 per person,
beds in dorms starting €18-26. The dorm rate
is €4-5 higher Friday and Saturday. The breakfast buffet is €3.90, WLAN is free and parking
is available at a fee.
Jaeger’s Hotel Munich (tel 089-555281,
www.jaegershotel.de) at Senefelderstraße 3
has perhaps the widest options ranging from
singles to a 40-bed dorm. The singles/doubles
or twins (high season €59/78) have full facilities and the dorm beds range from €13 to €23.
WLAN is free but the breakfast buffet is €6.
The 4You Hostel & Hotel Munich (tel
089-5521660, www.the4you.de) at Hirtenstraße 18 offers high-season budget singles/
doubles (from €49/64) and three-bed rooms
(from €105) with full facilities. There are also
twins and four to 12-bed dorms (€22-26 a bed
high season). All rates include breakfast and
WLAN. The house is a block north of the
Hauptbahnhof via Seidlstraße or Pfefferstraße.
The A&O group has hotel-hostels with
price regimes depending on fixed or flexible bookings and other variables. A&O
Hotel München Hauptbahnhof (tel 0894523575700) at Bayerstraße 75 about 400m
west of the station’s south exit, varies from
just under €50 per person as the cheapest
low-season rate in singles or twins with full facilities to more than four times that during Oktoberfest. Three-bed or four-bed rooms start
about €31 per person in high season. A&O
Hotel München Hackerbrücke (tel 0894523595800) at Arnulfstraße 102 starts from
about €45.50 (€21.50 per person in multi-bed
rooms) and multiplies similarly. Families with
children under 18 pay only twin price. Breakfast is €6 per person extra. WLAN is available
in private rooms (€1 per hour, €5 per day, €8
two days, €10 per week) but free – though not
necessarily always accessible – elsewhere. To
Hackerbrücke take tram 17 to Marsstraße.
One of the biggest houses in town is the

IB youth guest house Haus International (tel
089-120060, www.haus-international.de) at
Elisabethstrasse 87 in Schwabing West with
630 beds. These include singles/twins in high
season with breakfast (€50/78 with en suite or
€36/58 with shared facilities) and three and
four-bed rooms and dorm rooms from €26 per
person. Take U2 to Hohenzollernplatz, then
tram 12 to Barbarastraße.
On the north side of the Hauptbahnhof
are small and medium-sized budget hotels
and pensions. Hotel Pension Asta (tel 089592515, www.pension-asta.de) at Seidlstraße
2A has singles/doubles with breakfast and
shared facilities from €40/60 (extra beds €20).
There is free WLAN and parking nearby costs
€10 a day. Hotel Alfa München (tel 0895459530, hotel-alfa.de) at Hirtenstraße 22 offers singles/doubles, three-bed/family rooms
with breakfast and full facilities including
WLAN from €65/85/105/120.
On the south side of the station is Hotel
Pension Margit (tel 089-533340, www.
pensionmargit.de) at Hermann-Lingg-Straße
1 with singles/doubles/triples including breakfast starting at €55/70/90 and parking available at €5 per day. The small and quirky Hotel
Achterbahn (089-536482, www.hotelachterbahn.de) nearby at Schwanthalerstraße 88 has
singles/doubles and four-bed apartments plus
a cafe breakfast downstairs at €40/70/120. Internet access is free in the cafe. The entrance is
in the laneway one block south of the rail line
near Hermann-Lingg-Straße.
Hotel Monaco (tel 089-5459940, www.
hotel-monaco.de) one block south of Bahnhofplatz at Schillerstraße 9 (enter from Adolf-Kolping-Straße) has a range of singles/
doubles/triples with full facilities starting at
€45/55/80 (some much higher) with breakfast as well as singles/doubles with shared
facilities in the range €30-50/45-85. WLAN
is free and allergy-free rooms offered with
parking nearby at €12 a day. A non-smoking
hotel is Hotel Royal (tel 089-59988160, www.
hotel-royal.de) at Schillerstraße 11A, with
singles/doubles/family rooms from 69/89/139
(some allergy-free) with breakfast and WLAN.
The bigger Hotel Germania (tel 08959046140,
www.hotel-germania.net)
at
Schwanthaler Straße 28 has some budget
rooms with breakfast, singles/doubles starting
at €65/75, breakfast €10 extra, with WLAN
€4.95 per day. But some rooms are far more
expensive. Some free parking is available.
Budget options are in the Altstadt. CVJM
Jugendgästehaus (tel 089-5521410, www.
cvjm-muenchen.org) at Landwehrstraße 13
offers single rooms at €38.50 or €45.50, twins/
triples at €33.50/30.50 per person. YMCA
members and travellers under 26 enjoy discounts of 10%, children under 12 about 50%
and infants sleep free with parents. Unmarried
couples will not be accommodated in the same
room. Breakfast is included.
Pension Lindner (tel 089-263413, www.
pension-lindner.com) upstairs at Dultstraße
1 off Sendlingerstraße has high-season singles/doubles with shared facilities at €45/75
(three-bed rooms €105). Doubles with shower
are €85, with all facilities €100 (triple €130).
Breakfast and WLAN are included. Take the
U-Bahn or S-Bahn to Marienplatz.
North of the city centre are pensions handy
to transport. Hotel Pension Am Siegestor (tel

089-399550, www.siegestor.com) at Akademiestraße 5 offers bright rooms in a historical building. It has basic singles/doubles from
€53/70 (full facilities from €70/95). Additional
beds are €28. Take U3 or U6 to Universität and
walk 200 metres north to the historic gate.
Pension am Kaiserplatz (tel 089-349190,
www.amkaiserplatz.de), just over 3km north
of the Altstadt at Kaiserplatz 12, is a small
family-run hotel offering singles/doubles with
shared facilities from €35/52, singles/doubles
with shower and shared toilet from €52/67.
Breakfast and WLAN are included. Take U3
or U6 to Münchner Freiheit or tram 12 or 27 to
Kurfürstenplatz.
Pension Geiger (tel 089-521556, www.
pensiongeiger.de) at Steinheilstraße 1 offers a
range of singles (€35-65) with shared facilities
up to full en suite (doubles €65-88) with breakfast included. Take U2 to Theresienstraße.
In a delightful old building near the
Nymphenburg palace park at Laimer Straße 40
is the family-run Hotel Laimer Hof (tel 0891780380, www.laimerhof.de) with standard
rates for singles/doubles from €65/85, family
rooms from €95. Breakfast is €10 per person
extra and parking is available free. Take the
S-Bahn to Laim then bus 51 or 151 four stops
north to Hirschgartenallee. Walk south-west
on Wotanstraße, then north and west on Richildenstraße and turn north at Laimer Straße.
DJH has a Bavaria hostel service centre
(tel 089-922098555) at Mauerkircherstraße
5 as well as three Munich hostels. Jugendherberge München-City (tel 089-20244490,
email muenchen-city@jugendherberge.de) at
Wendl-Dietrich-Straße 20 in the Nymphenburg
district has beds with breakfast from €25.20
(up to €10 higher depending on season). There
are four single rooms (from €41.80), two-bed
rooms (from €35.80 per person with facilities,
€29.80 without), family rooms, provision for
bicycles and free parking nearby. Take U1 or
U7 to Rotkreuzplatz, walk south past the hospital and turn west. Bus 62 from Marienplatz
or Ostbahnhof stops at Winthirplatz, as do
night buses N43 and N44.
Jugendherberge München-Park (tel 08978576770, email muenchen-park@jugendherberge.de) is at Miesingstraße 4 near the river
in Thalkirchen. Beds with breakfast are in
the range €22-27 depending on season, family rooms with three beds range from €71-96
(four beds €111-127). Take U3 to Thalkirchen/
Tierpark. Walk south on Pognerstraße, then
Schäftlarnstraße, turn left at Fraunbergstraße
and walk 300m to Miesingstraße. Jugendherberge Burg Schwaneck (tel 089-74486670,
email info@jugendherberge-burgschwaneck
.de) is in a riverbank castle at Burgweg 4 in
Pullach south of the city. Beds start at €26.50.
Take S7 to Pullach and walk east on Bahnhofstraße and Karl-Schröder-Straße, then about
250m north-east on the wooded path.
The cheapest sleeps are at the Munich institution known as The Tent – Jugendlager
am Kapuzinerhölzl (tel 089-1414300), a
giant backpacker camp open from early June
to early October at In Den Kirschen 30 near
Schloß Nymphenburg. There are no curfews
and floor space, beds or camping space ranges
from €7.50 to €50. No breakfast is served. The
website is www.the-tent.com. Take tram 17
(at night bus N16) to Botanischer Garten and
walk north on Franz-Schrank-Straße.
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GENERAL MUSEUMS

The Museenlinie bus 100, running between the Hauptbahnhof and
Ostbahnhof, will be useful for reaching many of them. Europe’s
premier museum of technology and science, the Deutsches
Museum, is spread across three sites (none are on the bus route).
The admission at Münchner Stadtmuseum brings half-price
admission at three other city museums: the Jewish Museum, the
Museum Villa Stuck and the Städtische Galerie im Lenbachhaus
and Kunstbau (see Art Museums & Galleries). The discount applies
on that day and the two following days of opening (unless these
are already discounted). For a summary of almost 60 museums in
Munich visit www.museen-in-muenchen.de.
Deutsches Museum
The Deutsches Museum (M-Su 9-17, €8.50/3, families €17,
children under 6 free) comprises collections, demonstrations and
hands-on experiments in electricity, engineering, mining and
industrial processes, printing and textiles, vehicles and aeronautics,
astronomy, chemicals, communications, computers, musical
instruments, clocks and a great deal more on its city site on
Museumsinsel in the river Isar. Much has been geared to children
and there is an excellent bookshop with guides in English. Take
tram 16 to Deutsches Museum or the S-Bahn to Isartor and cross
to the island. Its other sites are the Verkehrszentrum (M-Su
9-17, €6/3, families €12, children under 6 free) of land transport at
Theresienhöhe 14A (take bus 134 to Theresienhöhe or U4 or U5 to
Schwanthalerhöhe). Also part of the museum is one of the largest of
European aviation collections, Flugwerft Schleißheim (M-Su 9-17,
M-Su 9-17, €6/3, families €12, children under 6 free), Effnerstraße
18, at Oberschleißheim near the Schleißheim palaces. Take S1 to
Oberschleißheim and walk south on Mittenheimer Straße, or take
bus 292 (M-F) to Mittenheimer Straße, then walk south on Effner
Straße past the palaces. A combination ticket (€17 for adults) to visit
two or three of the sites can be used on different days. To survey the
exhibits visit www.deutsches-museum.de.
Nymphenburg
Schloß Nymphenburg houses the Marstall-Museum of the palace
stables, including extraordinary carriages, liveries and hunting
sleighs, and the history of Nymphenburg’s state porcelain factory
in Porzellansammlung Bäuml (April-mid Oct 9-18, mid Oct-Mar
10-16, €4.50/3.50). Also part of the palace are the natural history
and biodiversity exhibits of Museum Mensch und Natur (Tu-W &
F 9-17, Th 9-20, Sa-Su 10-18, €3/2, Su €1, visitors under 18 free).
Special exhibitions are highlighted. Take tram 17 or bus 51 to Schloß
Nymphenburg.
The Botanischer Garten München-Nymphenburg (Apr & Sep
M-Su 9-18, May-Aug M-Su 9-19, Feb-Mar & Oct M-Su 9-17, NovJan M-Su 9-16.30, €4/2.50) on the north boundary of the park has
a collection of 14,000 plants on 21 hectares including hothouses.
Take tram 17 to Botanischer Garten or use the south entrance from
Schloßpark Nymphenburg.
A combination ticket (Apr-mid Oct €11.50/9) to the main palace,
Marstall-Museum and the smaller park palaces is available. Other
times of year (€8.50/6.50) the park palaces are not accessible. A
combination ticket (€5.50/3.50) also covers the Museum Mensch
und Natur and the Botanischer Garten.
Residenz
The city’s palaces house museums about court and state life under
the Wittelsbachs. The Residenzmuseum (Apr-mid Oct M-Su 9-18,
mid Oct-Mar 10-17, €7/6) at the Residenz has no tours but free
audio guides are available. The Schatzkammer (€7/6) can be
visited with a combination card (€11/9). Francois Cuvilliés the elder
designed the Rococo Residenztheater (Apr-Jul M-Sa 10-14, Su
9-18, Aug-mid Sep M-Su 9-18, mid Sep-mid Oct M-Sa 10-14, Su
9-18, mid Oct-Mar M-Sa 14-17, Su 10-17, €3.50/2.50), reassembled
after World War II and now named for him. It can be viewed with a
combination card (€13/10.50) for all three museums. The coin and
medal cabinets of the Staatliche Münzsammlung München (Tu-Su
10-17, €2.50/2, Su €1, children free) can be reached through the
chapel courtyard from Residenzstraße. Take U4 or U5 or bus 100 to
Odeonsplatz or tram 19 to Nationaltheater.

visitor centre and memorial on the site of one of the first camps
set up by the Nazis for political prisoners, later used for the
accommodation and murder of Jews, Roma, Sinti and prisoners of
war. The website www.kz-gedenkstaette-dachau.de includes a virtual
tour in English and address for booking viewings of the archive,
which includes documents and photographs. Take S2 to Dachau,
then bus 726 to KZ-Gedenkstätte and enter at Pater-Roth-Straße
(off Alte Römerstraße).
In the historic arsenal and connected buildings in the Altstadt is the
Münchner Stadtmuseum (Tu-Su 10-18, €6/3 including special
exhibitions, €4/2 for regular collections) at St-Jakobs-Platz with a
wide range of collections on cultural history in and beyond Munich.
The city heritage collection, for which an audio guide in English is
available, includes the originals of Erasmus Grasser’s 15th century
Morris dancers from the Altes Rathaus. It is also an umbrella for
the Puppentheatermuseum (and its shows), the Filmmuseum
(€4) with its cinema viewings, many of German film from the 1920s,
and the Musikinstrumentenmuseum, where Sunday concerts are
often held with the historical instruments. Take U-Bahn or S-Bahn to
Marienplatz or bus 62 to St-Jakobs-Platz.
The story of Jewish Munich is across the square at Jüdisches
Museum (Tu-Su 10-18, religious holidays excepted, €6/3) in the new
complex at St-Jakobs-Platz 16, which includes a library and study
centres and the chance to examine cultural practices and personal
stories.
Ethnography is the focus of Staatliches Museum für Völkerkunde
München (Tu-Su 9.30-17.30, €5/4, visitors under 18 free) at
Maximilianstraße 42. Special exhibitions attract higher ticket
prices but general admission on Sundays is €1. Take tram 19 to
Kammerspiele.
Archäologischer Staatssammlung München (Tu-Su 9.30-17,
€3/0.50) at Lerchenfeldstraße 2 has special exhibitions along with
collections of Roman finds from Bavaria and is developing prehistory
and medieval exhibits. The regular collections can be visited for €1
on Sundays. Take bus 100 or tram 18 to Nationalmuseum.
Deutsches Theatermuseum Munich (Tu-Su 10-16, €4/3) in the
Hofgarten at Galeriestraße 4A assembles much of Germany’s
theatre history, including opera, especially exhibits from Bavaria.
The associated Fotosammlung (Tu 10-12, Th 14-16), also in the
Hofgarten, examines this history in pictures. Take U3 or U6 or bus
100 to Odeonsplatz.
Karl Valentin’s humour and presence is compared to Chaplin’s and
he was much loved in Munich. His double act with Liesl Karlstadt
and film career is the subject of the Valentin-Karlstadt-Musäum in
the south tower of Isartor at the south-east end of Tal, although a big
cast of entertainers is represented. Humour is the basis of even the
opening times and admission prices (M-Tu & Th 11.01-17.29, F-Sa
11.01-17.59, Su 10.01-17.59, $2.99/1.99, families $6.99). A short
guide in English costs €2.50. Take the S-Bahn or tram 16 or 18 to
Isartor.
The Spielzeugmuseum (M-Su 10-17.30, €4/1, families €8, children
under 4 free) in the tower of the Altes Rathaus at Marienplatz
assembles the toy collections of the Steiger family from archaeology,
historical craftsmen and modern manufacturers. A lift assists with the
five-storey tower climb. Take the U-Bahn or S-Bahn to Marienplatz.
The story of a famous automotive marque is told through more than
120 exhibits at the BMW Museum (Tu-Su 10-18, €9/6, families
€18) in the Olympic precinct at Am Olympiapark 2. Engines and
motorcycles are included in the array, spread over 25 areas. Take U3
or U8 to Olympiazentrum and walk south past BMW Welt.
The story of Alpine aspiration is the theme of Alpines Museum
(Tu-F 13-18, Sa-Sun 11-18, €4.50/3, families €7) at Praterinsel 5
near the Maximiliansbrücke. Take tram 18 to Mariannenplatz.
Taxidermy is much of the content of Deutsches Jagd und
Fischereimuseum (F-W 9.30-17, Th 9.30-21, €3.50/2.50, families
€7) in the old Augustinian church at Neuhauser Straße 2. Bizarre
imaginary creatures are also displayed along with hunting and
fishing lore for various parts of Europe. Take the U-Bahn or S-Bahn
to Karlsplatz.

Other museums
KZ-Gedenkstätte Dachau (M-Su 9-17, entry free) is the museum,

The Siemens Forum at Oskar-von-Miller-Ring 20 is closed for
renovation until 2015.
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The Baroque Neues Schloß Schleißheim (Apr-Sep Tu-Su 9-18, Nov-Mar Tu-Su 10-16, €4.50/3.50, visitors under 18 free) at
Oberschleißheim was to be an emperor’s Versailles, designed by Enrico Zuccalli and built in stages to serve the imperial ambitions of the
elector Max Emanuel. The main wing (1719) took 15 years to complete, due partly to Zuccalli’s problems with foundations and partly to the
elector’s temporary exile. Joseph Effner was the eventual interior designer, using artists including Cosmas Damian Asam, who painted the
vault fresco above Effner’s staircase to the banquet ball. Paintings of Max Emanuel’s Turkish campaigns are part of the interiors. Leo von
Klenze reworked the facade early in the 18th century. The Hofgarten is open free similar hours or a little later (to 20.00 May-Aug) as well
as Mondays and the fountains operate daily (Apr-mid Sep 10-16). A combination card for the three Schleißheim palaces (€8/6) is available.
Take S1 to Oberschleißheim and walk 10 minutes south on Mittenheimerstraße to Effnerstraße where the Wilhelmshof portion of the palace
complex begins. The aviation section of the Deutsches Museum (see General Museums) is nearby on Effnerstraße.
Just west of the new palace is Altes Schloß Schleißheim (AprSep Tu-Su 9-18, Nov-Mar Tu-Su 10-16, €3/2, visitors under 18
free), started in 1598 as the retreat of the duke Wilhelm V. The
pious duke had several chapels built in the manor and was in the
habit of moving from one to another. The complex was stripped
back and rebuilt between 1617 and 1623, probably with designs
by Heinrich Schön or Hans Krumpper, for Wilhelm’s son
Maximilian I, who had been inspired by the Italian designs of
the Palladio school. The result was a squared complex with
three large courtyards, of which two, including the Wilhelmshof,
remain. Heavy war damage demanded almost complete
reconstruction of parts, although important interior features were
preserved. Inside is a small museum of Bavarian-Prussian history
and religious folk icons, unfortunately without English text.
The hunting lodge Schloß Lustheim (1688) at the east end
of the Schloßpark was Zuccalli’s earlier design for Max
Emanuel on the occasion of his wedding to a Habsburg
princess. The ceiling frescoes of the ornate Festsaal depict
Diana (also goddess of childbirth) at the hunt. Zuccalli’s
prized Baroque garden, almost a kilometre long
between Schloß Lustheim and the Neues Schloß, is almost
unaltered, laid out with cascade, parallel canals and an
extended park area. The aquatic engineering was
completed by Dominique Girard. The lodge (Apr-Sep
Tu-Su 9-18, Nov-Mar Tu-Su 10-17, €3.50/2.50, visitors
under 18 free) also houses the Ernst Schneider collection
of Meissen porcelain. Take S1 to Oberschleißheim, then
bus 292 (M-F) to Lustheim.
The old commercial city of Augsburg is 45 minutes by train from Munich,
considerably smaller and preserving a legacy of Renaissance buildings,
onion-domed churches and towers and narrow late medieval streets that
escaped much of the World War II destruction. Augsburg’s influence,
particularly through its business affairs, long overshadowed that of Munich and
stretched to the financing of the imperial throne. Belonging to this period is the
superb Goldener Saal, main hall of the distinctive Rathaus (M-Su 10-18,
€2.50/1) and one of the city’s chief attractions, but there is plenty to see,
including some remnants of the Roman settlement on the site and the legacy of
some of the prominent names in German arts, business and technology. This
adds up to a fascinating day’s sightseeing. The city’s tourist office (Apr-mid Oct
M-F 9-18, Sa 10-17, Su 10-15, mid Oct-Mar M-F 9-17, Sa 10-17, Su 10-15) is
on the south side of Rathausplatz. For more attractions, download the Raven
Guides Augsburg section.
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